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Several of our customers use     
different color shelf tags for    
locally-grown produce, sale    
items, and organic groceries.
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Have you 

considered color 

coordinating

 your store?

Adhesive Tags

Repack Labels

Tags & Labels
Buying Guide

Paper Stock Tags

LPQ03
2.4” x 2” Adhesive Back
850/roll - 12 rolls/case
$130/case
10,200 count - $0.013/label

LPQ13
1.25” x 1.25” Adhesive Back
1900/roll - 3 rolls/case
$110/case
5,700 count - $0.019/label

LPQ02
3” x 2.4” Adhesive Back
550/roll - 12 rolls/case
$130/case
6,600 count - $0.02/label

LPQ07
3” x 4”  Adhesive Back
550/roll - 12 rolls/case
$175/case
6,600 count - $0.027/label

LPQ12
1.25” x 1.25” Paper Stock
1900/roll - 3 rolls/case
2 color options
$110/case
$130/color case 
5,700 count - $0.019/tag

LPQ05
2.25” x 1.25” Paper Stock
980/roll - 6 rolls/case
5 color options
$110/case 
$130/colored case
5,880 count - $0.019/tag

LPQ06
2.25” x 1.25” Paper Stock
1800/roll - 3 rolls/case
5 color options
$110/case
$130/ colored case
5,400 count - $0.02/tag

LPQ08
3” x 3”  Adhesive Back
550/roll - 12 rolls/case
$175/case
6,600 count - $0.027/label
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LPQ04
2” x 1.125” Adhesive Back
900/roll - 12 rolls/case
$130/case
10,800 count - $0.012/label

The colors shown here are as close a 
match as we can make it, but every 
printer and monitor “sees” color 
differently. To ensure you get the 
color(s) you want, call us - we’ll be 
glad to send samples.



Will custom labels work with my current 
label printer?
Custom labels are compatible with any recent
CoPOS label printer. After you have received your 
customized labels, we’ll walk you through setup. Call 
us at 855-772-6767 for a complete list of compatible 
label printers.

Who designs the label’s layout?
It’s a collaborative effort. CoPOS will work with you 
to make your label look exactly the way you want. 
Send us your logo and we’ll work with you to create 
unique food labels. CoPOS will take care of the 
layout and cover the art cost.

How many cases should I buy?
Price is determined in part by quantity purchased. 
We can check your buying history to determine how 
many labels and how often you have bought them, 
enabling you to make an informed decision about 
what a practical quantity would be for you.

Does our logo have too many colors to be 
affordable?
Maybe, maybe not. Often colors are just different 
shades of the same color and not a different color at 
all, making custom labels a feasible option for you.
Since the number of colors used affects the price, it 
helps to know how many colors your logo contains, 
and we can help you with that. 

If you have additional questions or would like a 
quote, call us at 855-772-6767 or email us at 
support@copos.com.

4 Color3 Color

1 Color 2 Color
Not only is labeling 
an important part of 
branding, food packaging 
plays a significant role in 
consumer choice.

By increasing customer 
perception of a higher 
quality product, custom 
labels are an easy way 
to increase consumer 
preference for your 
products. 

Create the image you 
want for your products 
with custom labels 
designed exclusively for 
you. You can provide 
us with the content or 
we can work together 
to create labels that are 
exactly right for your 
store.

Any repack label can be 
customized. With several 
label sizes available, it’s 
easy to customize labels 
for a variety of products.

We’ve got you 
taken care of

Custom Labels
Brand your store FAQs
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LPQ02 (3”x2.4”)
LPQ03 (2.4”x2”)

LPQ08 (3”x3”)

 LPQ07 (4”x3”)

Greater discounts available for higher quantities 


